
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CONFERENCE 
GEOPOLITICS IN THE WESTERN BALKANS: THE REGIONAL OUTLOOK 

 
 
Date: June 27, 2019 
Location: Hotel Ramada, Podgorica 
 
Introduction 
The bi-polar system has gone into the past, the short-lived illusion of an “orderly”, monocentric world has also vanished, today 
the world is multi-polar and international relations – more complex than ever. New rifts, confrontation lines, hot and frozen 
hotbeds appear, while the international institutional and legal framework is eroding. War is back again in Europe – not simply 
as a fact, but as a way of thinking: as a legal tool for tackling international conflicts. New, non-state actors appear on the 
international scene, making the play even more complex: refugee and migration wave, international terrorism, radical Islam. 
Globalization cracked down the protective shield of national state. Three major deficits dominate public concerns: security, 
justice, confidence. People are looking for the lost security on a lower, sub-state level: the one of the commonness of religion, 
ethnicity, ideas – thus splitting (and confronting) societies. 
The challenges are real. But is the picture so dark black and what could be the pro-active approaches to deal with the problems? 
And where do the Balkan countries fit within these processes:  
• Could the region be a subject, rather than an object of foreign interests and strategies? 
• Will the EU take a more visionary political approach to the integration of the Western Balkan countries to the Union rather 

than the current technocratic one of simply opening/closing chapters? 
• Is the Euro-Atlantic partnership under threat and what are the consequences for the Balkans? 
• Where is the balance between positive, mutually-beneficial bilateral relations with Russia and China and Euro-Atlantic 

solidarity and co-operation? 
• Could regional co-operation be a common answer to these challenges? 
Within this thematic framework the conference is aimed at analyzing the geopolitical developments and their implications for 
the Balkans – recognizing regional positions and interests. 

Thursday, June 27, 2019 
 
12:30-13:00 Registration of the participants and coffee  

13:00-13:15 Opening speeches 
  Dr. Igor LUKŠIĆ, Atlantic Council of Montenegro 

H.E. Meglena PLUGCHIEVA, Ambassador of Bulgaria to Montenegro 
Andrija NIKOLIĆ, Chairmen of the Foreign Policy Committee, Parliament of Montenegro 
Sanija ŠLJIVANČANIN , Coordinator of the Konrad Adenauer Foundation in Montenegro 
 

13:15-13:35    Keynote speech 
  Iliana YOTOVA, Vice-President of the Republic of Bulgaria 
 
13:35-15:00   Panel discussion 
 Dr. Arian STAROVA, President of the Atlantic Council of Albania 

Prof. Dr. Sead TURČALO, Associate Professor, Faculty of Political Sciences, University of 
Sarajevo 
Lyubomir KYUCHUKOV, Director of Economics and International Relations Institute, 
Bulgaria 
Dr. Besfort RRECAJ, President of Euro-Atlantic Association of Kosovo  
Dr. Savo KENTERA, President of the Atlantic Council of Montenegro 
Prof. Dr. Nano RUŽIN, Rector of FON University, North Macedonia 
Prof. Dr. Zoran DRAGIŠIĆ, Associate Professor, Faculty of Security Studies, University of 
Belgrade, Serbia 
Moderator: Azra KARASTANOVIĆ, Atlantic Council of Montenegro 
 

15:00-15:15    Summing-up 
   
15:15  End of Conference, Buffet with Bulgarian wine  

 

Working language: English 
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